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Here is the breakdown of the 1 Hebrew entry for the English word “DIE” ref. James Strong’s
4191 found in the Strongest Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible.2
1.) Number: 4191
2.) the Hebrew form of the word in Hebrew
3.) the transliteration into English letters
4.) the part of speech v. "Verb"
5.) 3GK numbering system 4637
6.) Related Hebrew Words (the arrow points to related words using Strong’s Numbers).
7.) Parts of Speech – See Beginning of Hebrew Dictionary for abbreviations used.
8.) English Word used to translate the Hebrew word # 4191 translated by “die” 232 times
NOTE: Different English words and phrases are used.
Greek words follow the same layout in the Greek Dictionary – I used a Hebrew entry as it
is slightly more difficult to use if you are not familiar with the way Hebrew is written.
2Visit Zondervan Publishers for details
3Goodrick Kohlenberger Numbering System
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This document was prepared by Stephen E. Dill in February 2019 (Phoenix, Arizona) for help
using Hebrew and Greek Word Books that use the GK numbering system as the primary
reference to finding Hebrew and Greek Words.
Since the time James Strong’s Concordance was first published, numerous manuscripts have
come to light which necessitated a new numbering system to continue in the tradition of James
Strong’s monumental work.
The Introduction to the Strong’s Strongest Concordance of the Bible contains this break down
and is a must read for all Christian’s who accept God’s word as His eternal inerrant word for all
things pertaining to Life, Correction, Godliness, Direction and “Salvation” which is found alone
in God’s risen Son, Jesus Christ our Lord; it is he who died for our SINS, was buried and is now
seated at God’s right hand!
...For if while we were “enemies” we were reconciled to God through the death of his Son, how
much more, since we have been reconciled, will we be saved by his life? (Romans 5:10)
May God by His goodness work repentance in our hearts that we may be saved, know Him, do
His will on earth and praise Him for time and all eternity! SED
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